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ABSTRACT 
Let f be a multiplicative function and S = {xi, x2 , . . . ,xn} a set of distinct positive 
integers. Denote by (f[xi,xj]) the n x n matrix havingf evaluated at the least common 
multiple [Xi, Xj] of xi and xj as its i,j entry. If S is factor-closed, we calculate the determinant 
of this matrix and (if it is invertible) its inverse, and show that for a certain class of functions 
the n x R matrix (f(Xi, Xj)) having f evaluated at the greatest common divisor of xi and xj 
as its i, j entry is a factor of the matrix cf[xi, xi]) in the ring of n x n matrices over the 
integers. We also determine conditions on f that will guarantee the matrix (f[xi, xj]) is 
positive definite. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Lets= {xi,x*,. . . , x,,} be a set of distinct positive integers. The n x n matrix 
(S) having the greatest common divisor (Xi, Xj) of xi and Xj as its i,j entry is called 
the greatest common divisor (GCD) matrix on S (see [2-5, 8, lo]). The n x n 
matrix [q having the least common multiple [Xi, Xi] of Xi and xj as its i,j entry is 
called the least common multiple (LCM) matrix on S (see [ 1,5]). In [5] we show 
that if S is factor-closed then (S) divides [S] in the ring M,(Z) of n x n matrices 
over the integers (i.e., there is an n x n matrix A with integer entries such that 
[S] = A(S) = S(A)T). The set S is factor-closed if it contains every divisor of x for 
any x E S. 
Letf be an arithmetical function, and cf(Xi, Xi)) denote the n x n matrix having 
f evaluated at the greatest common divisor of Xi and Xj as its i,j entry. In [6] 
and [7] we show that for a certain class of arithmetical functions C, the matrices 
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{[f(xi,xj)] : f E Cs} have properties similar to GCD matrices. In particular 
they will all be positive definite. Also, the determinants and inverses of these 
matrices on gcd-closed sets are calculated. A set S is gcd-closed if (xi, xj) E S for 
1 5 i,j 5 n. Clearly, a factor-closed set is gcd-closed, but not conversely. 
Iff is an arithmetical function, let (f[xi, xj]) denote the 12 x n matrix havingf 
evaluated at the least common multiple of Xi and Xj as its i, j entry. In this note we 
will show that for a certain class of multiplicative functions the matrices (f[xi, xj]) 
have properties which are similar to GCD matrices. In particular, if S is factor- 
closed, we calculate the determinant of this matrix and (if it is invertible) its inverse 
and determine conditions on f that will guarantee the matrix is positive definite. 
We will also generalize the factorization theorem on LCM and GCD matrices by 
showing that for a certain class of multiplicative functions (f(xi, xi)) is a factor of 
(f[xi, xi]) in the ring of n x n matrices over the integers. 
2. THE MATRIX (f[Xi, Xi]) 
In [6] we associate a class C, of arithmetical functions with any set S = 
{x1,x2,. . . ,x,,} of distinct positive integers and show that for f E C, the matrix 
[f(xi, xi)] has properties similar to those of the GCD matrix (S). Since these results 
will be referred to often, we start by restating Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 of [6]. 
Throughout this paper q5 and p will denote Euler’s totient function and the 
Mobius function, respectively, and f . p the Dirichlet convolution off and CL. 
DEFINITION 1. Given any set S of positive integers, define the class of 
arithmetical functions C, = {f : (f . p)(d) > 0 whenever d ( x for any x E S}. 
In [7] we show that C, is closed under addition and Dirichlet convolution. 
Furthermore, C, is never empty, since it always contains the function & defined 
by &(m) = me when E > 0. The function <s(m) = C(m) = 1 is called the zeta 
function. Note that if f E C, then for any x E S, f(x) = EdI .Jf . p)(d) > 0. 
THEOREM 1 (BOURQUE AND LIGH [6]). Letf be an arithmeticalfunction 
UndS = {x,,x2 , . . . , x,,} be a set of distinct positive integers. Zff E C,, then each 
of the following is true: 
(i) [f(Xi , xi)] is positive dejnite; 
(ii) V .11)(x1 W . P)(XZ) . . . V . P)(-G> I det[f(xi, +)I 5 f (xl Y(xz) . . .f (xn); 
(iii) det[f(xi, Xi)] = (f . p)(xl)(f . p)(xz) . . . (f . p)(xJ ifund only ifs is fuctor- 
closed. 
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COROLLARY 1 (BOURQUE AND LIGH [6]). Letf be an arithmeticalfiuzc- 
tion and S = {XI, x2 , . . . , x,,} be a set of distinct positive integers. If S is factor- 
closed and (f . p)(x) # 0 for all x E S, then If(xi, xi)]-’ = (au), where 
CL 1 aij = xi ,y V .Pu)(%) 1 Ph/Xi) I/(Xk/Xj). 
xj I xk 
If f is an arithmetical function, we will denote by j the arithmetical function 
defined as follows: 
if f(m) = 0, 
otherwise. 
Our first results, which are similar to Theorem 1, show that the function i . p 
has a similar role with respect to the matrix (f[xi, xi]) that the function f . p does 
with respect to the matrix (f[Xi, xi]) when f is a multiplicative function. In the 
following theorem, we use the property (see [ 111) that if f is multiplicative then 
for any positive integers m and n, f([m, n])f((m, n)) = mn. 
THEOREM 2. Let f be a multiplicative function. If S = {XI ,x2, . . . ,x,,} is 
factor-closed andf (x) E R - (0) for all x E S, then each of the following is true: 
(9 dW[xi, +I) = nl= 1 [f(xJ12 (j . P)(xi>; 
(ii) ifdet(f[xi, xj]) # 0, then (f[xi, xi])-’ = (au), where 
(iii) if 1 E C,T, then (f[xi,xj]) f is positive deJnite and det(f[xi,xj]) 5 
f (Xl w2> . . .f (xn). 
PROOF. Let 
g = j and E = diag(f(xi ), f (x2), . . . , f (x,,)). 
Sincef is multiplicative, (f[xi , Xj]) = E(g(xi, xj))E. Thus, from Theorem l(iii) and 
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Corollary 1 applied to the matrix (&, xi)) we obtain (i) and (ii) of this theorem. 
Furthermore, by Theorem l(ii), if g E &, then (&xi, xj)) is positive definite. Hence 
(g(Xi,Xj)) = ATA for some invertible matrix A. Since j E C, impliesf(x) > 0 
for all x E S, and (f[Xi,Xj]) = [AEITIAE], the matrix (f[Xi,Xj]) is positive 
definite. ??
Let v and y be the multiplicative functions defined for the prime power p’ 
by VW) = -1 and yv) = p. Thus, if m = py’p? . . .p? as a product of 
distinct primes pi, then v(m) = (- 1)’ and r(m) = pip2. . .pr. In our next results 
we calculate the determinant and inverse of the matrix cf[,xi, xj]) in terms of the 
functions v, for, andf ‘p when S is factor-closed andf is completely multiplicative 
[i.e.,f(nm) = f(n)f(m) for all positive integers m andn]. We will need the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Zf f is a completely multiplicative function, then for every 
positive integer m, f (m)(pf . C)(m) = v(m)(f o y)(m)(f . p)(m), where o denotes 
composition. 
PROOF. The functions f (pf . C) and v(f o r)Cf. p) are multiplicative. Hence, 
it suffices to show that for the prime power p’ (r 1 l), 
f(P’>(Pf * cm’> = fW -fW”l 
= -f(P)cf@‘) -fW’>] 
COROLLARY 2. Letf be completely multiplicative and S = {XI, x2, . . . , x,,} 
be factor-closed. lff (x) # 0 for all x E S, then each of the following is true: 
(i) det(f[xi, xjl) = nl= 1 I.fCd12(~ . CLXQ = nr= 1 &Mf 0 Yh) 
V ’ P&4; 
(ii) ifdet(f[xi, xi]) # 0, then [(f[xi, xj])]-’ = (au), whereav isdefinedasfollows: 
1 
X( 
~wv(~k)12 
aii = - xi ,q f (Xi, Xj) (f 0 r)WV . PL)W ) 
Ph/Xi)Ph/Xj)* 
xj I Y 
PROOF. Since f (x) # 0 for x E S, by [9, Theorem 11, 
2 1 
f(T > 
‘P =fhf .o on S. 
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Hence, (i)-(ii) follow from Theorem 2 and Lemma 1, ??
Our next result is the analog of Theorem 1 for matrices of the form (f[xj, Xj]). 
THEOREM 3. Let f be a multiplicative function. If 
then each of the following is true: 
(i) (f[xi, xj]) is positive definite, 
(ii) ny= ,[f(xJl’(~ . P)&) I det(f[Xi,Xjl) If(xlIf(xz). . .f(xA 
(iii) det(f[xi, xj]) = nl= , [f(xi)12 (f . ,u) (xi> if and only ifs is factor-closed. 
PROOF. The hypothesis on i . p implies f(d) > 0 whenever d 1 x for any 
x E S. Let 
1 
g = - 
f 
and E = diagCf(xt ), f (x2), . . . , f (x,)). 
Since f is a multiplicative function, (f[xi, xi]) = E(g(xi, xj))E. By Theorem 1 the 
following statements are true: 
(a) (g(xi, xi)) is positive definite, 
(b) nl= 1 (f . P)(-G) I W&i, Xi)) i &l)&d~ . .&A 
(c) det(g(xi, xi)) = nr= 1 (i . /I) (xi) if and only if S is factor-closed. 
Multiplying the inequality (b) by nl= t [f(xi>12, we obtain (ii). Similarly, one can 
see that (iii) follows from (c). Finally, as in the proof of Theorem 1, (a) implies 
(i). W 
COROLLARY 3. Letf be completely multiplicative. if 
then each of the following is true: 
(i) det(f[xi, xi]) = nl= I v(xi)Cfor)(Xi)(f.~)(Xi) ifand only ifs isfactor-closed; 
(ii) nl=, ~(~i>(f 0 r>(xi)(f . ~)(xi)ldetV[xi,xjl)lf(xl)f(x2). . .f(xn). 
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PROOF. (i)-(ii) follow from Lemma 1 and Theorem 3. ??
3. A FACTORIZATION OF THE MATRIX v[Xi, Xj]) 
Let S be a factor-closed set and x,y E S. If r is the exponent of the largest 
power of a primep dividing [x, y], thenp’lx orp’)y. Thus, if g is multiplicative and 
integer-valued on S, g(p’) E Z. Consequently, g[xi, Xj] is integer-valued for any 
xi, xi E S. Hence @[xi, Xi]) is an integral matrix. Moreover, if (g . p)(x) is a nonzero 
integer for all x E S, our next results show that the integral matrix @(xi, xi)) divides 
the integral matrix (g[Xi,xi]). In other words, there is an integral matrix A such 
that @[Xi, +I) = A(&i, Xj))- 
LEMMA 2. Let m and r be positive integers, and f a multiplicative function 
such thatf (d) # 0 for any divisor d of r. If t = r/(r, m) and m = py’p”;’ . . .pp as 
a product of distinct primes pi, then we have the following: 
PROOF. Since f is multiplicative, 
Ff 14 rlMml4 = f (r) c fO&n/4 = f (r)(g . p>(m), 
m ,,mf(4 r) 
where g is the multiplicative function defined by g(d) = f (d)/f (d, r). Calculating 
(g . p)@) for the prime power p” (k > 1) gives 
(g . p)(pk) = f(pk> - fcPk-‘) 0 if pk Ir 
f(pk,r) f@k-l,r) = (f . p)(pk)/f (pk, r) otherwise. 
If p: +r for 1 5 i <_ n, then r = t(m, r), where (t, m) = 1. Consequently, 
f WV . ,404 = f (r)(g . d(m). ??
THEOREM 4. Let S = {x1,x2,. . . ,x,,} be factor-closed, and f be a multi- 
plicativefunction. Zf(f . p)(x) is a nonzero integerfor all x E S, then cf[Xi, xi]) = 
A(f(xt, xi)), where A = (au) is the n x n integral matrix with au dejned as follows: 
au = C]V ’ ~)(xk)l-‘~(xk/xj) Cf Id, -4 &k/d)~ 
Xj 1% d I xk 
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PROOF. Using Corollary 1, we have the following: 
aij = ((f[Xi,xil)(f(xi,xj))-l), 
= C [(f ’ P)h)1-‘P(~k/~j) x.0&7 4 PCQ/4~ (1) 
Xj 1% d I Y 
By Lemma 2, the sum [(f. p)(xk)]-’ EdI yf[~i, d] p(xk/d) is either 0 orf(t) where 
t = Xi/(Xi, xk). Since (f . p)(d) is an integer for all d E S, f(t) is an integer. Thus, 
from (l), it follows that au is an integer. w 
EXAMPLE 1. Let E E R - (0). If S = {xi, ~2, . . . , xn} is factor-closed, then, 
since &(m) = (& . p)(m) > 0 for all positive integers m, each of the following is 
true: 
(9 det(h, xjl’) = nl= 1 Y(xi)[r(xi>l’4e(xi>; 
(ii) ([xi,xj]‘)-’ = (au), where 
1 
C( 
(%JWXk) 
au = - xi ,y CWj)’ [~wled&k) > 
/-Ok/-%) PL(-Q/Xj); 
(iii) if E > 0, then ([xi, xi]‘) = A((xi, Xi)‘), where A = (au) is the n x n integral 
matrix with a~ defined as follows: 
uij = c- * &k/xj) C[d,xilC&~/d)~ 
xj , y UXk) d 1 xk 
EXAMPLE 2. If S is factor-closed and r is the multiplicative function defined 
for the prime power p’ by I = -p, then each of the following is true: 
(i) det([xi, xjl) = nl= 1 ~T(~h#4-d~ 
(ii) ([xi,xj])-’ = (bg), where 
b, = $2 ( T(z;ixk,) /-4xkIx~)/4xkIxj)~ 
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(iii) ([xi,+]) = A((xt,Xj)), where A = (au) is the n x n integral matrix with aij 
defined as follows: 
aij = 
To illustrate Theorem 4, let S = { 1,2,3,6}. We have [S] = A(S) and (~[xi, Xj]) 
= B(a(xi, xi)), where o(m) is the sum of the divisors of m and 
1 2 3 6 
2 2 6 6 
A = ([xi, xjl)((xi, +>I-’ 
= I 3 6 3 6 6 6 6 6 
3 -5 -1 $ 
3 
-1 -- ; ; -4 1 I! -1 $ 1 -5 I 1 1 1 _- __ 2 2 2 z 1 
3 3 12 12 
B = (a[Xt, Xj])((T(Xt, Xj))-’ = 
4 12 4 12 
L 12 12 12 12 
=I 12 0 400’  0 0  3 0 1 
1 
I[ -- ---- 2-54 3 :. i 3 2 L!& - 6 :. -- d :,
:, :, :, d 
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